We introduce SketchGCN, a graph convolutional neural network for semantic segmentation and labeling of freehand sketches. We treat an input sketch as a 2D point set, and encode the stroke structure information into graph node/edge representations. To predict the per-point labels, our SketchGCN uses graph convolution and a globallocal branching network architecture to extract both intrastroke and inter-stroke features. SketchGCN significantly improves the accuracy of the state-of-the-art methods for semantic sketch segmentation (by 11.4% in the pixel-based metric and 18.2% in the component-based metric over a large-scale challenging SPG dataset) and has magnitudes fewer parameters than both image-based and sequencebased methods.
Introduction
Freehand sketching is becoming one of the common interaction means between humans and machines with the continuous iteration of digital touch devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets) and various sketch-based interfaces on them. However, sketch interpretation still remains difficult for computers due to the inherent ambiguity and sparsity in user sketches, since sketches are often created with varying abstraction levels, artistic forms, and drawing styles. While many previous works attempt to interpret a whole sketch (e.g., for sketch classification and sketch-based retrieval [6, 7, 39, 27] ), part-level sketch analysis is increasingly required in multiple sketch applications, including sketch captioning [28] , sketch generation [24, 31] , sketch-based 3D modeling [38] , and 3D sketch reconstruction [18] . In this article, we focus on semantic segmentation and labeling of sketched objects, an essential task in finer-level sketch analysis.
Early works on sketch segmentation use hand-crafted features with limited ability to handle the large variations of sketches [4, 8] . Many of such solutions require the assistance of an interactive system [21, 22] . Later multiple datadriven approaches [12, 29] have been proposed, but they are often computationally expensive. Recently, deep learning methods greatly improve both the segmentation accuracy and the efficiency. They can be roughly grouped into two classes: image-based methods [28, 17, 41] and sequencebased methods [16, 26, 36] . Image-based methods treat the task as a semantic image segmentation problem and use convolutional neural networks to solve the problem. These methods usually ignore the structure information of strokes or use the stroke structure information in a post-processing step [17] . In contrast, sequence-based methods treat the task as a sequence prediction problem. These methods use relative coordinates and pen actions to encode the structure information. However, sequence-based representations ignore the proximity of points (especially among different strokes), which is significant for sketch analysis according to the Gestalt laws [35] .
To address the above issues with the existing solutions, we adopt the graph representation [11] to the sketch domain and present a novel method based on graph convolutional networks (GCNs). We treat a sketch as a 2D point set with certain graphical relationships automatically built from the original stroke structure, which provides richer information against image-based methods. Unlike sequence-based methods based on relative coordinates, our method uses the absolute coordinates of points, thus naturally providing the proximity. In addition, we introduce a novel Stroke Pooling operation to improve the consistency of labels within individual strokes.
Although the GCN-based method has the advantages compared to the other methods, semantic interpretation of the sketch from the graph built using the stroke structure is still challenging because the constructed graph structure is very sparse. Schneider et al. [29] manually add relation edges (e.g., proximity and enclosing relations) in the graph before using a Conditional Random Field (CRF), which however is sensitive to variations of input. Inspired by the dynamic edges used in 3D point cloud analysis [30, 33, 34] , we use a similar technique in our network to extend the basic structure information. To alleviate the problem that the dynamic edges may possibly bring wrong relationships between vertices and thus contaminate the original correct structure, we propose a two-branch network: one branch using the original sparse structure and the other with dynamic edges, to balance the correctness and sufficiency.
Our main contributions are as follows: (1) We propose the first GCN-based method for semantic segmentation and labeling of sketched objects; (2) Our method significantly improves the accuracy of state-of-the-art and has magnitudes fewer parameters than both image-based methods and sequence-based methods.
Related Work
Sketch Grouping. Sketch grouping divides strokes into clusters, with each cluster corresponding to an object part. Qi et al. [23] treat this problem as a graph partition problem, and group strokes by graph cut. Later Qi et al. [25] present a grouper that utilizes multiple Gestalt principles synergistically, with a novel multi-label graph-cut algorithm. [15] and [16] use ordered strokes to represent a sketch, and develop a sequence-to-sequence Variational Autoencoder (VAE) model to learn a stroke affinity matrix. Although sketch grouping can be applied across classes, it does not attempt to address the labeling problem.
Semantic Sketch Segmentation. Semantic sketch segmentation methods label data into semantic groups. Huang et al. [12] formulate this problem as a mixed integer programming problem, and present a data-driven solution by utilizing the segmentation information in a repository of pre-segmented 3D models. Schneider and Tyutelaars [29] classify strokes based on Fisher vectors, build a graph by encoding relations between strokes, and finally use a Conditional Random Field (CRF) to solve for the most suitable label configuration. [36] builds an end-to-end Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to translate ordered strokes to semantic parts, and its enhanced version [26] enables stroke segmentation across multiple categories. [28] introduces a two-level Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to parse an image of sketched objects into semantic regions. [17, 41] take sketches as sketch images, and adapt existing CNNbased semantic image segmentation methods for sketch segmentation.
The aforementioned deep-learning-based methods either treat input sketches as ordered point sequences [36, 26, 16] or directly as images [28, 17] . Taking sketches as images unavoidably ignores the stroke structures while treating sketches as ordered point sequences neglects the inter-stroke proximity information, which is crucial for sketch analysis according to the Gestalt Laws [35] . In contrast, our method uses a graph representation to fully exploit the stroke structure and the stroke proximity, with carefully designed convolutional operations to extract both the intrastroke and the inter-stroke features.
Graph Convolutional Networks. Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) have been used in many applications for example for processing social networks [32] , in recommendation engines [20, 40] , and in natural language processing [1] . GCNs are also suitable to process 2D and 3D point cloud data. Sketches are composed of strokes with ordered point sequences, making it possible to construct graphs based on strokes and to use GCNs for sketch segmentation. As far as we know, we are the first to apply GCNs to semantic sketch segmentation and labeling.
Graph structures in most GCNs are static. Recent studies about dynamic graph convolution show that changeable edges may perform better. For instance, filter weights in [30] are dynamically generated for each specific data. Edge-Conv in [34] dynamically computes node neighbors and constructs new graph structures in each layer. Valsesia et al. [33] also construct node neighbors with the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm, in order to learn to generate point clouds. Since original graphs built from the stroke structure are very sparse, it is difficult to learn effective point-level features. To better capture global and local features, we will adopt a two-branch network and use both static and dynamic graph convolutions. Lately, Li et al. [14] leverage residual connections, dense connections, and dilated convolution to solve the problem of vanishing gradient and oversmoothing in GCNs [19, 13, 37] . Our method also exploits similar ideas when building our multi-layer GCNs. The two-branch structure is tailored to the unique sketch structure, learning both the intra-stroke features and the inter-stroke features of sketches. In the local branch, the information only flows inside individual strokes since different strokes are not connected in the input graph. In contrast in the global branch, we add extra connections with the Figure 1 . The architecture of our SketchGCN. An input sketch is first converted into a graph based on the stroke structure (the graph is simplified for illustration purpose). The graph node features and the connectivities are fed into the network, passing through two graph convolutional branches to extract the inter-stroke features (top, the global branch) and the intra-stroke features (bottom, the local branch). The extracted inter-stroke features are further fed into a mix pooling block to extract the global features, which are subsequently concatenated with the local features, and fed into a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to get the final results. nodes found by a dilated KNN function. We use two pooling operations to aggregate both the sketch-level information and the stroke-level information to provide hierarchical global features. The stroke pooling operation which uses stroke-level aggregation is proved to benefit the task a lot in our experiment (Section 5.3).
Overview

Methodology
In this section, we first explain our graph-based sketch representation as input to the network. Then we introduce the two graph convolutional units separately used in two branches, followed by the descriptions of our novel stroke pooling operation in the mix pooling block of the global branch.
Input Representation
Many existing sequence-based methods [16, 26, 36] use the relative coordinates to represent an input sketch. Instead, we use the absolute coordinates of sketch points, which are more suitable for our graph-based network structure.
Specifically, we represent a single sketch as an N -point
,··· ,N , where x i and y i are the 2D absolute coordinates of point p i . A graph G is built using the basic stroke structure information, leading to a sparse graph G = (V, E), where V = P and E includes the edges that connect adjacent points on each single stroke. We use the same input for both the local and global branches of the network.
Graph Convolutional Units
We use two types of graph convolutional units in our network: a static graph convolutional unit (SConv for short) used in the local branch and a dynamic graph convolutional unit (DConv) used in the global branch. Both units use the same graph convolutional operation. The main difference between them is that the SConv unit does not update the graph connectivity during convolution in different layers while the DConv unit updates the graph connectivity layer by layer using KNN. Both units use residual connections, since their performance is more stable at the training stage than the general connection [10, 14] . After several SConv and DConv units, we obtain the local fea- Graph Convolution Operation. We use the same graph convolution operation as in [34] and briefly explain the operation here for the convenience of reading. Given a graph at the l-th layer G l = (V l , E l , F l ), where V l and E l are the respective vertices and edges in the graph G l , and F l = {f l 1 , f l 2 , · · · , f l N } is a set of node features, each defined at a vertex at the l-th layer.
The node feature f l i of the vertex v i in the l-th layer is updated by
where Θ is the learnable weights of the feature update operation h Θ (·), and the operation is defined as
Graph Updating Strategy. The SConv units only use the input graph and do not update the graph structure in different layers. In other words, we have E local
While the global branch dynamically changes the graph by adding a different edge set E dyn l to the input graph in different layers, leading to non-local diffusion across the strokes. More specifically, the graph used in the l-th layer of the global branch is defined as
(
To enlarge the receptive fields, E dyn l is designed to get dilated aggregations of the information, inspired by Li et al. [14] ,
where
We use the same stochastic strategy at the training time as in [14] .
Mix Pooling Block
The mix pooling block is designed to learn both the sketch-level features via the max pooling operation and the stroke-level features via the sketch pooling operation. Before applying two pooling operations, we transform the global features F global by using different multi-layer perceptrons with learnable weights Θ sk and Θ st separately.
We use the max pooling operation to aggregate the sketch-level features, similar to many existing methods used in 3D point cloud analysis [2, 30] ,
For the stroke-level features, we propose a new pooling operation, named stroke pooling, to aggregate features on every single stroke,
,··· ,s , S r is the r-th stroke in a sketch, and s is the number of strokes in the sketch. Note stroke pooling produces the same f stroke for points within the same stroke.
The whole features used in the final MLP layers are a concatenation of the output of the mix pooling block (i.e., stroke-level feature F stroke and sketch-level feature F sketch ) and the output of the local branch (i.e., local features F local ):
Experiments
We have evaluated our SketchGCN on the following four existing sketch datasets: SPG dataset [16] , SketchSeg-150K dataset [36] , Huang14 dataset [12] and TU-Berlin dataset [6] . The SPG and SketchSeg-150K datasets are both built upon QuickDraw [9] , which is a vector drawing dataset selected from an online game where the players are required to draw objects in less than 20 seconds. SPG has 25 categories and 800 sketches per category and we use the same 20 categories as in [16] . Compared to the SPG dataset, SketchSeg-150K is relatively simpler with fewer semantic labels per categories (2-4 labels per category). With data augmentation by a sketch generative model [9] , SketchSeg-150K has about 150,000 sketches over 20 categories. The Huang14 dataset [12] and TU-Berlin dataset [6] are eariler smaller datasets which consist of 30 sketches and 80 sketches per category respectively. We use the same evaluation metrics as previous works, i.e., pixel metric and component metric [12, 16, 36, 17] .
Implementation Details
As shown in Fig. 1 , our network uses L = 4 graph convolution units in both the local branch and the global branch. Each graph convolution unit computes edge features from connected point pairs by first concatenating point features and then using a multi-layer perceptron with the hidden size of 32. Then it updates point features by aggregating neighboring edge features. In the global branch, we additionally use dynamic edges found by a dilated KNN function with the number of nearest neighbors K = 8 and an increasing dilation rate d = 1, 4, 8, 16 for layers 0 to 3, respectively. In the mix pooling block, we apply a multilayer perceptron with the hidden size of 128 before each pooling operation. After pooling and repeating, the global SPGSeg [16] FastSeg+GC [17] Ours Human features together with the local features are fed into a multilayer perceptron with the hidden size of [128, 64, C] to get the final prediction.
We scale all sketches to the size of 256 × 256. We then simplify each sketch using the Ramer-Douglas-Peucker algorithm [5] and resample it to N points. During the training phase, we use the cross-entropy loss and Adam (β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999) for optimization with the base learning rate 0.002 and batch size 64. For SPG and SketchSeg-150K, we train the network for 100 epochs and decay the rate by 0.5 for every 50 epochs. For Huang14 and TU-Berlin, we train the network for 30 epochs and decay the rate by 0.5 for every 10 epochs. The model is implemented with Py-Torch and trained with an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU. On average an epoch takes 15s on the SPG dataset and it takes 7ms to process a test sketch. We use N = 256 for the SPG, Huang14, and TU-Berlin datasets, and N = 128 for the SketchSeg-150K dataset, since the original sketches in the latter contain fewer points. During the test time, an input sketch is first resampled to N points to pass through the network and then the predicted result is mapped back to the original sketch using a nearest-neighbor scheme.
Results
Tables 1 and 2 list the quantitative results of different methods on the SPG and SketchSeg-150K datasets. We use the same set of data split as in [16, 36] . Our approach outperforms others by a large margin: on average 11.4% higher in terms of the pixel metric and 18.2% higher in terms of the component metric on the SPG dataset than Fast-Seg + GC [17] , which performs the best among the existing methods, and on average 3% higher in the pixel metric and 6% higher in the component metric on the SketchSeg-150K dataset. The less significant performance gain on the SketchSeg-150K dataset is mainly because this dataset is labeled coarsely with many fewer semantic labels per categories (2-4 labels per category in SketchSeg-150K versus 3-7 labels per category in SPG) and thus less challenging for existing methods. Fig. 2 shows some representative visual comparisons between our method and the methods of [16] and [17] . The sequence-based representation [16] uses point drawing orders and their relative coordinates which ignores the proximity among strokes, leading to unsatisfactory results (Fig.  2, the first column) . The image-based method [17] is not aware of the stroke structure and hence mainly relies on the local image structure which also leads to inferior results.
Category
SPGSeg [16] DeepLab [3] FastSeg+GC Table 3 . Quantitative comparison on the Huang14 dataset [12] . GC is short for graph cut refinement [17] . Table 5 . Quantitative results of ablation study on the SPG dataset. The baseline only has a global branch and uses max pooling. B. + L. is the baseline with the local branch, and B. + SP. is the baseline with stroke pooling, while B. + L. + SP. is our full model.
We also evaluate our model on the Huang14 dataset and a subset of TU-Berlin dataset. For the limited number of sketches per category in the two datasets, we use the same method as [17] to generate the training data, i.e., we render 3D models with labels and extract edge maps to approximate the sketch images. We apply a uniform sampling procedure to generate the sketch vectors from images (see Fig.  3 ). Tables 3 and 4 show the respective quantitative results. In the Huang14 dataset, the individual strokes typically contain many spacious small segments (e.g., see Fig. 3 , top row). Such small segments would potentially increase the structural noise and thus degrade the performance of our DConv units, since DConv connects new edges within the feature space. For a fair comparison, we apply an additional graph cut algorithm to refine our results as in [17] . The situation is improved (see statistics in Table 4 ) in the TU-Berlin dataset where there are not many such spacious small segments, which indicates that our model can learn the stroke structure information. We did not include the results of our method with graph cut when comparing to existing methods on the SPG and SketchSeg-150K datasets, since GC did not bring any obvious improvements. Note GC is more helpful in [17] because their image-based method is not aware of the stroke structure and hence the prediction usually con-tains many spacious tiny segments within a single stroke (see details in [17] ).
TU-Berlin -airplane
Huang14 -bicycle Figure 3 . To create training data for the Huang14 and the TU-Berlin datasets, we construct graphs (Middle) from edge map images (Left) rendered from 3D models. The right column shows the exemplar freehand sketches in the test data. The synthesized and real sketches are different in both structure and shape. The endpoints of each stroke are marked with solid circles.
Overall, our method + GC gains on average 0.7% higher in the pixel metric and 2.2% higher in the component metric on the Huang14 dataset (than FastSeg + GC), and on average 5.0% higher in the pixel metric and 5.0% higher in the component metric on the TU-Berlin dataset. On the Huang14 dataset, our results are only slightly better than those by the CNN-based method FastSeg + GC [17] (in some categories even slightly worse, Table 3 ). This is mainly due to the large domain gap between the synthetic data rendered from 3D models and the real hand-drawn data, as shown in Fig. 3 . The large domain gap may result in large structural noise for GCN-based methods to fully capture the stroke structures. Our method, however is still able to achieve the state-of-the-art performance.
It is noteworthy that compared with existing deep network-based models for sketch segmentation, our model has orders of magnitude fewer parameters. For example, the sequence-based method SPGSeg [16] has a parameter size of 23.4MB while the image-based method FastSeg+GC [17] has a parameter size of 40.9MB. In contrast, the parameter size of our model is only 434KB, which is two orders of magnitude tinier than them. Fewer parameters means less calculation and more potential to be developed in lightweight applications like those on mobile devices, which further shows the superiority of our model.
Ablation Study
In this section we examine the effectiveness of our various design choices in SketchGCN. The core designs of our network architecture are the global-local branching and the stroke pooling. We hence examine the following design alternatives. We use the network without the local branch and stroke pooling as our baseline. In other words, the baseline only has a global branch and concatenates the features before and after the max pooling operation (similar to [2, 30] ) to apply the final multi-layer perceptron. The other two alternatives are: the baseline network with the local branch (B.+L.) and the baseline network with stroke pooling (B.+SP.), which means the baseline with the mix pooling block.
We run experiments on the SPG dataset to prove the effectiveness of the two designs since this is the first large freehand sketch dataset with fine-grained semantic labels. Table 5 lists the experimental results. Compared to the baseline, B.+L. gains on average 2.91% higher in the pixel metric and 3.36% higher in the component metric; B.+SP. gains on average 6.44% higher in the pixel metric and 9.49% higher in the component metric. Our full model, i.e., the baseline with both the local branch and stroke pooling (B.+L.+SP.) achieves the best results.
We have also tried alternating the number of GCN units used in our two branches. In our current setting, we use both 4 units (of SConv and DConv) in the global and the local branches. Alternatively, we change this number to 6, 8, and 10 convolutional units. As shown in Table 6 , we find that increasing the number of GCN units does not benefit our results. For simplicity, we thus use 4 units in our final model. Table 6 . Evaluation on different numbers of GCN units. Fig. 4 shows several segmentation results with segmentation errors. The imperfection of our method is mainly caused by two factors. First, due to the inherent ambiguity of freehand sketches in part position and part shape, our model may assign wrong labels to strokes. For example, in Fig. 4 (a) the branch of the cactus is mistakenly assigned as thorn and (b) the strap on the top of a bag is labeled as handle. Second, the large differences between train data and test data may also mislead our model ( Fig. 4 (d) ): the butterflies in the train data always spread the wings, while the test example in this figure has the butterfly folded its wings, with a different view angle. We believe that the domain gap is a common issue of current learning based methods. Nevertheless, the visual results in Fig. 2 and the statistics on the Huang14 and the TU-Berlin datasets (Tables 3  and 4 ) have shown the generalization ability of our model. Finally, since our graph representation only warps features such as node position and proximity, our model is not aware of some high-level semantics such as the fact that "a human face can only have one nose" (see Fig. 4 (c) ). We believe this issue can be alleviated by incorporating more semantic features into our graph representation for which we leave for future work. 
Limitations
Conclusion
In this work, we presented the first graph convolutional network for semantic sketch segmentation and labeling. Our SketchGCN employs static graph convolutional units and dynamic graph convolutional units to respectively extract intra-stroke and inter-stroke features using a twobranch architecture. With a novel stroke pooling operation enabling more consistent intra-stroke labeling, our method achieves higher accuracy than the state-of-the-art meth-ods with significantly fewer parameters in multiple sketch datasets. In our current experiments, we only use absolute positions as graph node features, while ignoring the information of the stroke order, direction, spatial relation, etc. In the future, we will exploit these information with more flexible graph structures. Another possibility would be to exploit recurrent modules to learn intact graph representations. Finally, it could be an intriguing direction to reshape our architecture for scene-level sketch segmentation and sketch recognition tasks.
